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Among proteins, only two types of secondary structure with
long range order are observed, helices and sheets.2 Seebach et
al.3a-c and we3d,e have recently shown that short oligomers of
â-amino acids (“â-peptides”) can adopt stable helical conforma-
tions. Here we describe model studies that allow us to identify
optimal residues for sheet secondary structure inâ-peptide
foldamers.4

There are two types of antiparallelâ-peptide sheet structure.
In I , the NCâ-CRC(dO) torsion angle of each residue is anti,
while in II , these torsion angles are gauche. (For an extended

strand of typeII , the NCâ-CRC(dO) torsion angles must
alternate between g+ and g-; repeated g+ or g- leads to helix
formation.) The typeI sheet has a net dipole while typeII
sheet does not, because the carbonyls are parallel in the former
but antiparallel in the latter. This dimension of variation does
not exist among sheets formed fromR-amino acids, for which
only an antiparallel arrangement of carbonyls is possible.
Type I sheets are particularly interesting, because the

conformation-dependent dipole should allow appended ionic

groups to influence sheet stability.5 Previous work on helix-
forming â-peptide oligomers has focused on residues predis-
posed toward gauche NCâ-CRC(dO) torsion angles, i.e.,
residues bearing a single substituent, at either theR- or
â-carbon3a-c or residues in which CR-Câ is incorporated into
a small ring.3d,e We reasoned that an anti NCâ-CRC(dO)
torsion angle would be promoted by placing an alkyl substituent
at CR and another at Câ, with relative configurations such that
anti disposition of the alkyl substituents (favored sterically)
would correspond to anti disposition of N and CdO.
Testing this hypothesis requires a small increment ofâ-pep-

tide sheet that forms in solution. Creation of discreteâ-sheet
model systems, containing conventionalR-amino acid residues,
has been a long-standing challenge in protein science. Only
recently have peptide segments been identified that bring two
attached strands together in a defined orientation (to form a “â-
hairpin”) without inducing uncontrolled strand aggregation.6 Our
laboratory’s solution to this problem,6c use of aD-Pro-Xxx linker
to connectL-residue strands, was initially demonstrated and
optimized in a minimal model system in which each strand
comprised only one residue.7 We have now applied this
minimal approach to the study ofâ-peptide sheet formation,
with the goal of identifying optimal structures for the strand
residues.
Our first target structure,1, contains twoR,â-disubstituted

â-amino acid residues with configurations predicted to promote
anti NCâ-CRC(dO) torsion angles. Synthesis of the C-terminal

residue fromL-aspartic acid has been reported,8 and we modified
the published route to prepare the N-terminal residue.9 The
L-proline-glycolic acid segment was previously used in our
minimalR-amino acid hairpin studies7 because this depsipeptide
unit is known to form a stableâ-turn-like conformation
containing a 10-membered-ring hydrogen bond.10 The crystal
structure of1 (Figure 1) displays the expected conformation,
with the twoâ-amino acid residues intramolecularly arranged
in type I antiparallel sheet fashion.
Spectroscopic data suggest that the conformation observed

for 1 in the solid state is also highly populated in methylene
chloride and methanol. Experiments in methylene chloride,
which is nonpolar, must be conducted at sufficient dilution to
preclude intermolecular hydrogen bonding of the solute (solute-
solute hydrogen bonding is of less concern in methanol). The
onset of intermolecular hydrogen bonding can be detected by
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examining the amide proton NMR chemical shift as a function
of peptide concentration. For1, aggregation occurs only above
ca. 5 mM in CD2Cl2.9 The concentration-independentδ(NH)
values for all three amide protons of1 (measured at 2 mM) are
consistent with the intramolecular hydrogen bonding pattern
observed in the solid state as a major contributor to the time-
averaged structure detected by NMR. NH(2) and NH(3) occur
atδ 7.40 and 7.27, respectively, both values suggesting extensive
internal hydrogen bonding, while NH(1) occurs atδ 5.81,
suggesting little or no hydrogen bonding. The3J(R,â) values
for eachâ-amino acid residue of1 are 10-11 Hz, in CD2Cl2
and in CD3OD, which is consistent with the anti torsion angles
observed in the crystal structure.11 N-H stretch region IR data
in CH2Cl2 (1 mM) reveal extensive intramolecular hydrogen
bonding.9 NOESY12 measurements in both CD2Cl2 and CD3-
OD reveal two long-range NOEs between theâ-amino acid
residues, both of which are consistent with the solid state
conformation (curved arrows in the drawing of1). The presence
of these NOEs in CD3OD suggests that this smallâ-peptide
sheet is particularly stable.
Removal of all side chains from theâ-amino acid residues,

to generate2, leads to a substantial change in folding propensity.
The concentration-independentδ(NH) values in CD2Cl2 for the
three amide protons suggest typeII â-peptide sheet formation,
in which theâ-alanine residues adopt gauche NCâ-CRC(dO)
torsion angles. NH(2) occurs atδ 7.68, consistent with
extensive formation of theâ-turn-like 10-membered-ring hy-
drogen bond across theL-prolylglycolyl segment, as also seen
for 1. In contrast to1, however,2 displays downfield-shifted
NH(1),δ 7.05, and upfield-shifted NH(3),δ 5.92. N-H stretch
region IR data in CH2Cl2 (1 mM) indicated a smaller extent of
intramolecular hydrogen bonding in2 than in1 (based on the
relative heights of the non-hydrogen-bonded N-H bands),9

which suggests that the typeII sheet of2 is less conformation-
ally stable than the typeI sheet of1.
Compound3 containsâ-amino acid strand residues bearing

only one substituent each, at theâ-positions. The N-terminal
residue was generated fromL-phenylalanine and the C-terminal

residue fromL-alanine, using the elegant methodology of
Seebach et al.3a To maintain the relative configurations among
the analogous stereogenic centers in3 and1, 3 was prepared
from D-proline. The concentration-independentδ(NH) values
in CD2Cl2 for the three amide protons of3 suggest that neither
the typeI nor the typeII sheet is strongly favored in this case.
As observed for1 and2, NH(2) is downfield-shifted,δ 7.37,
which implies that theâ-turn across theL-prolylglycolyl segment
is intact. NH(1) and NH(3), however, occur at intermediate
positions,δ 6.33 and 6.43, which suggest only partial hydrogen
bonding in each case. One explanation for these NMR data is
that both the typeI and the typeII sheet conformations are
partially populated, as illustrated above. The four3J(R,â) values
for 3 are all 5-7 Hz in CD2Cl2, which is consistent with
conformational averaging about the CR-Câ bonds. NOESY
analysis of3 in CD2Cl2 revealed numerous short-range NOEs
involving protons on eachâ-amino acid residue, but no long-
range NOEs from oneâ-amino acid residue to the other. N-H
stretch region IR data in CH2Cl2 (1 mM)9 indicated that the
extent of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in3 is similar to
that in2 and somewhat less than that in1.
Our data suggest thatR,â-disubstitutedâ-amino acid residues

with appropriate relative stereochemistry at CR and Câ (as in1)
are particularly well suited for formation of polar antiparallel
â-peptide sheets (typeI ). Interestingly,â-alanine residues (as
in 2) seem to prefer the typeII sheet in a nonpolar solvent.
This behavior may reflect optimization of internal dipole-dipole
interactions in a nonpolar environment,13which is possible with
highly flexibleâ-amino acid residues. TypeII sheet preference
of 2 could also arise from a proclivity ofâ-alanine residues for
gauche NCâ-CRC(dO) torsion angles.14,15 â-Substitutedâ-ami-
no acid residues (as in3), previously shown to be well-suited
for helical secondary structure,3a,b appear to have a smaller
intrinsic propensity for polar typeI sheets than do appropriate
R,â-disubstituted residues.16

Supporting Information Available: Concentration-dependent1H
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and crystallographic data for1 (39 pages). See any current masthead
page for ordering and Internet access instructions.
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Figure 1. Ball-and-stick representation of the solid state conformation
of 1. Two distinct but similar conformations are observed in crystal;
only one is shown. For clarity, all hydrogen atoms, except those attached
to nitrogen, have been omitted. Hydrogen bonds are indicated with
dotted lines.
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